
Is this the world's oldest secret code?
Jim, here's a fascinating story of an ancient statue found in a peat bog...with strange and possibly
very enlightening early script or code.

http://siberiantimes.com/science/casestudy/features/is-this-the-worlds-oldest-secret-code/
From Buzz

The markings appear to me to be decorative or possibly representatioal of bindings or something
else, not writing.
--Steve Jett

My guess too is the markings represent clothing designs rather than writing.  The height means it
mostly likely used in the same purpose as the totem poles by the peoples on the Pacific coast.

MiamiHerald.com

Archaeologists Make Incredible Discoveries In Tunnel Sealed 2000 Years Ago
Huffington Post
MEXICO CITY (AP) — A years-long exploration of a tunnel sealed almost 2,000 years ago at the ancient city
of Teotihuacan yielded thousands of ...

LINK DOES NOT WORK ANYMORE

click on a link to see Jordanian circles much like our own in
Ohio

http://www.livescience.com/48532-big-circles-archaeological-mystery.html?adbid=10152518881
986288&adbpl=fb&adbpr=373856446287&cmpid=514626_20141030_34694637

 

http://siberiantimes.com/science/casestudy/features/is-this-the-worlds-oldest-secret-code/
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/10/30/mexico-archeologists-tunnel_n_6075694.html
http://www.livescience.com/48532-big-circles-archaeological-mystery.html?adbid=10152518881986288&adbpl=fb&adbpr=373856446287&cmpid=514626_20141030_34694637
http://www.livescience.com/48532-big-circles-archaeological-mystery.html?adbid=10152518881986288&adbpl=fb&adbpr=373856446287&cmpid=514626_20141030_34694637


K

These circles as described, are similar to the thousands of interlocking ones, with rock lined
roads, in south Africa spanning several countries, and if populated, would be as big as three of
today's City of Los Angeles at over 1 million people per site. Interesting find.

New Evidence Places Man In Americas 50,000 Years Ago
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/09/120918111320.htm
Thanks Buzz.  Also checkout the Related Story:

Comet May Have Exploded Over Canada 12,900 Years Ago After All

Jim, Dr. Goodyear's excavations at the Topper site are pushing back human habitation of the
Americas.  This article is definitely worth reading.
Buzz

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2004/11/041118104010.htm

Scott Wolter’s New series begins Sat Nov. 22, 9pm EST on History channel H2, titled: “The
Appalachian Giant”.   MES associate Jim Burchell of Manchester, KY, will be a key part in this
first episode by showing and discussion of the Redbird Petroglyph stone that he & his
brother-in-law saved after it fell from a cliff (with very little damage) onto a country road.  The
county was ready to bulldoze it off the road and into the creek when they intervened.

Jim mentioned that last summer several bus-loads of visitors came to see the Redbird Stone.  As
you know Jim is the guide for the Stone.  Also the petrified human head dug up near Manchester
in an undisturbed clay layer by a stream will be on the show too. 

Jim and I have tentatively scheduled a May 2015 MES visit with him for MES to see the Redbird
Stone again, the petrified head and a newly discovered petroglyph to document.  More on this
later.

Jim says the New Episode starts with the Judaculla rock in North Carolina, covered with
petroglyphs made by a Giant with Slanted Eyes according to the local Cherokee tradition.   See:

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/09/120918111320.htm
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2012/09/120918111320.htm
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2004/11/041118104010.htm


http://www.judacullarock.com/ for Judaculla history and photos.   Dr. Siu Leung Lee has not yet
heard if his interview will be in this episode or at a later time.   

So, everybody mark your Calendar for Nov. 22 evening at 9 pm H2.  Do record this one.

Attached are two photos of Redbird and one of the Head.  Jim Leslie

Attach 3 files….scottwolternews

Jim,

The new season actually started last Saturday night. It was an episode where I investigated the
real possibility that Davey Crockett survived the Alamo.  It did well in the ratings and we hope
this weeks episode, and the Appalachian Giant episode does well too.

Jim did a great job and I think you will all enjoy the show.  let me know if you have questions
afterward; it's best to lodge questions/complaints to my blog site:
http://scottwolteranswers.blogspot.com/2014/11/davey-crockett-and-secrets-from-alamo.html

Thanks for passing the word along about the show!

Scott

Hello James,

I would love to have an article on this site for Un-X News Magazine. If  you or any of  your colleges
are interested please see our writer guidelines at www.unxnews.com.  I am very interested in ancient
sites and think that more needs to get out to the public on this topic.

Sincerely,
 
 
Margie Kay
Publisher, Un-X News Magazine
Forensic Investigator
www.unxnews.com
816-833-1602

http://www.judacullarock.com/
http://scottwolteranswers.blogspot.com/2014/11/davey-crockett-and-secrets-from-alamo.html
http://www.unxnews.com/
http://www.unxnews.com/


CoastZone: Giants & the Nephilim
This (about Giant people) was aired last night, but click Coast Insider Audio to hear it.  But you
have to be a Member.
Thanks to Bruce in anticipation of Nov 22's H2 Scott Wolter show. But you can still get some of
the links for photos.
Jim Leslie

To view this email as a web page, go here.

November 14, 2014  Coast Insider Audio

Giants & the Nephilim:

On Thursday's show, author and researcher L.A. Marzulli discussed his latest adventures uncove
existence of the race of giant humans called the Nephilim, as told in Chapter 6 of the book of Gen
details of his trip to Peru, complete with mummies, museums, caves, and gigantic skulls, as well a
excavations conducted by amateur archaeologist Ralph Glidden who unearthed massive skeleton
(see related photos ). Preliminary DNA testing released by Brien Foerster on the ancient Paracas
suggest we may be dealing "with a new human-like creature very different from homo sapiens an
I'm not sure will fit into the known evolutionary tree," Marzulli said.

He described his recent trip to the UCLA Museum where he was shown remains of Native Americ
private records from the Ralph Glidden expeditions on Catalina Island done back in the 1920s an
a six-figured skeleton, the person is estimated to be over 9-ft. tall, while analysis of a second skel
the subject was 8.5 to 9 ft. in height, he reported.

http://click.email.premierenetworks.com/?qs=586603264755875411474fb2a3c3a466c3e9bb49c983a072fb1eec4505cb6aee
http://click.email.premierenetworks.com/?qs=586603264755875442200a0912ccc9c45f9ca97b02bba932fad925b2af2304d0
http://click.email.premierenetworks.com/?qs=586603264755875411474fb2a3c3a466c3e9bb49c983a072fb1eec4505cb6aee
http://click.email.premierenetworks.com/?qs=58660326475587547c681b11ad5bac85223b6f6c6323067a0aaa04f0517f56ee
http://click.email.premierenetworks.com/?qs=586603264755875402a1984a95ed0d7fef8d1c1bb70e78d8d5df76d473edb4e4


He also addressed the mysterious 'Berg Aukas' femur, a fossil bone found in a coal mine in South
large it must have come from a 9 to 10 ft. tall individual. The evidence Marzulli is accumulating su
outside agency is manipulating the genome for their own ends, and this corresponds to the biblica
Nephilim (fallen angels). Interestingly, spectroscopic testing of hair samples found a close similari
mummy from Paracas and an alleged alien hybrid hair from Australia, he noted.

http://news.yahoo.com/erdogan-says-muslims-not-columbus-discovered-americas-162759161.ht
ml
from Chris

The Incredible Sajama Lines of Brazil

Probably a connection to the Nazca culture, except no pictures, only paths or 'roads' between
waterholes/villages.
Thanks Buzz, Jim

Jim, another amazing story of S. American geoglyphs. The story is great...so are the comments. 
Talk about sophisticated ancient cultures...!
Buzz

http://www.ancient-origins.net/unexplained-phenomena/unknown-origins-incredible-sajama-line
s-bolivia-002330

Solstice Cave
Chief Red Bird Cave, KY - lots of ancient scripts

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oVf-hK_h0EQ&feature=youtu.be

Thanks Chris !   Most of MES have been there couple times & look forward to Scot's H2
program.  Do link to Hezekiah's Facebook for some more about this.  Thanks again,
Jim L.

http://news.yahoo.com/erdogan-says-muslims-not-columbus-discovered-americas-162759161.html
http://news.yahoo.com/erdogan-says-muslims-not-columbus-discovered-americas-162759161.html
http://www.ancient-origins.net/unexplained-phenomena/unknown-origins-incredible-sajama-lines-bolivia-002330
http://www.ancient-origins.net/unexplained-phenomena/unknown-origins-incredible-sajama-lines-bolivia-002330
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oVf-hK_h0EQ&feature=youtu.be


Jim/Chris,

 

I was taken to Redbird’s Cave by an ancestor on a day off from shooting.  It’s really a neat place, but has
been vandalized a lot since 1994. 

 

Hope you all enjoy the episode.

 

Scott

Solstice Cave
AA

Chris Finefrock <cfidevelopments@gmail.com> Mon, Nov 17, 2014, 4:42 PM

to James

Hey pal,

Chief Red Bird Cave, KY - lots of ancient scripts

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oVf-hK_h0EQ&feature=youtu.be

Attachments area
Preview YouTube video Natural Winter Solstice Alignment Cave in Manchester, Kentucky.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oVf-hK_h0EQ&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oVf-hK_h0EQ&authuser=0


Thanks Chris !   Most of MES have been there couple times & look forward to Scot's H2
program.  Do link to Hezekiah's Facebook for some more about this.  Thanks again,
Jim L.

Jim/Chris,

I was taken to Redbird’s Cave by an ancestor on a day off from shooting.  It’s really a neat place, but has
been vandalized a lot since 1994. 

Hope you all enjoy the episode. 

Scott

Well, it's been a while since i posted with all of you...

As Gandalf said, "...I was delayed!" I actually got flooded out in a
freak hundred year flood on the Gulf Coast and got to experience being
a "flood victim"...

Anyway, I FINALLY finished my historical book and would greatly
appreciate any and all criticism from this group...(except the bad
criticism...just kidding!)

So far, I have it available online in paperback and I also, have it in
Ebook (for pinch-pennies like myself) lol

ANCIENT INVESTIGATOR Princes and Pirates of America

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oVf-hK_h0EQ&authuser=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oVf-hK_h0EQ&authuser=0


here's the link
http://www.lulu.com/shop/search.ep?keyWords=ancient+investigator&type=
--
Harry P. Davis
251-402-8941                                   http://harryoutdoors.com
Ancient Investigator
Legends, Tales & Stories
Fly Fisherman @ Large
 Author
Guerrilla Flyfishing  Published 2001  <http://harryoutdoors.com/>\
Ancient Investigator Series I  due out 2014 <http://harryoutdoors.com/>
Harryoutdoors<https://mail.google.com/mail/html/compose/static_files/goog_888632051>
Gulf Coast
Recovery<https://mail.google.com/mail/html/compose/static_files/goog_888632051>
harryoutdoors.com
Bishop of Templar Church international http://templarchurch.org
Commander of Priory of Our Lord's Templar Fleet SSE Gulf Coast
http://templarfleet.org
Knights Templar

Interpretations of Script Appearing on Figurine

All:

We have just posted interpretations of probable script appearing on the head dress of a
figurine from Northern Georgia on our website. The interpretations were furnished by
Michel-Gerald Boutet and Stuart L. Harris. Links to their papers appear at
 http://precontact.org/sitting_figurine.html

Other updates:

● The first step in obtaining thermoluminescence dating of the soil at the Chinese Votive
Sword extraction site will commence in January 2015.

● The distinctive eye, eyebrow motifs and Chinese symbols continue to be researched by
North American and Asian sources, including MES member SL Lee. We look forward to
his paper.

● The "heart" shaped symbols on some artifacts which indicate Indo-European origins,
continued to be researched.

Input, comments or questions on the above subjects are appreciated.

http://www.lulu.com/shop/search.ep?keyWords=ancient+investigator&type=
http://harryoutdoors.com
http://harryoutdoors.com/
http://harryoutdoors.com/
https://mail.google.com/mail/html/compose/static_files/goog_888632051
https://mail.google.com/mail/html/compose/static_files/goog_888632051
http://harryoutdoors.com
http://templarchurch.org
http://templarfleet.org
http://precontact.org/sitting_figurine.html


best regards,

Jon

Jon R Haskell
Indigenous Peoples Research Foundation
a Georgia non-profit corporation, 501(c)3 pending
Carmel, IN USA

I am inclined to think that the marks on the right- and left-hand sides of the figurine headdress
are meant to be mirror images of each other from the center, with imperfections especially on the
figure's left side making this intention a bit less than obvious.
--Steve Jett

VIDEO
sorry if this is old news

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=dniElFYIJ10

Rockwall, TX, Revisited
Like a lot of strange things, the truth is hard to find.  It seems that close inspection leans towards
the exposure of the edge of a natural rock layer. But we know ancient man man a lot of tunnels
and underground rooms to escape enemies & bad weather.

On Mon, Dec 1, 2014 at 6:23 PM, Buzz Calvert <buzzcalvert@yahoo.com> wrote:
Jim, the Rockwall question is fascinating.  Is it a natural or man-made artifice--or both?  This
article is a recent exploration of the phenomena.

http://www.theepochtimes.com/n3/1103905-buried-in-time-the-great-wall-of-texas-could-change
-history/

Jim and all,

The rock wall in Texas is not a difficult problem at all.  Any hard rock geologist worth his salt
would know in very short order the rock wall is a natural phenomenon.  We proved that
definitively using the paleomagnetism testing with assistance of the University of Texas.

https://drive.google.com/u/0/settings/storage?hl=en&utm_medium=web&utm_source=gmail&utm_campaign=storage_meter&utm_content=storage_normal
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=dniElFYIJ10
mailto:buzzcalvert@yahoo.com
http://www.theepochtimes.com/n3/1103905-buried-in-time-the-great-wall-of-texas-could-change-history/
http://www.theepochtimes.com/n3/1103905-buried-in-time-the-great-wall-of-texas-could-change-history/


Nobody would love for the rock wall to be man made by some ancient culture more than me, but
this time Mother Nature gets the credit.

Scott Wolter

An Even Larger Stone Block at Baalbek
Move over little fella....

http://dailygrail.com/Hidden-History/2014/11/Archaeologists-Uncover-the-Worlds-Largest-Anci
ent-Stone-Block-Baalbek

Here is the biggest stone block ever carved by the Ming emperor Yongle intended for the stele
for his father, the first emperor of Ming dynasty. Yongle, as many of you know, is the emperor
who sent Zheng He for the first 6 voyages (1405-1424). Yongle's grandson Xuande
commissioned the last voyage (1430-1433).

This is a good demonstration of the ambition of Yongle. 

The stele is compose of two parts, the head is 6000 tons, and the stele proper at least 16,000 tons.
It is never finished because there was no way to transport it out of the mountain. 

(picture missing here)

The top photo is the stele proper (only part of it can fit in the photo). The bottom photo shows
the head stone in front and the stele proper behind. 

The big hole is for the lever to lift it! 

(add file …unnamed… here)

Finally, he has to settle with this:

SL Lee

Oldest Human Engraving

http://dailygrail.com/Hidden-History/2014/11/Archaeologists-Uncover-the-Worlds-Largest-Ancient-Stone-Block-Baalbek
http://dailygrail.com/Hidden-History/2014/11/Archaeologists-Uncover-the-Worlds-Largest-Ancient-Stone-Block-Baalbek


Jim, an ancient human (homo erectus) displayed finer skills than previously thought...ancient art,
sign of ownership, sharpening of a tool?  What do you think?

http://phys.org/news/2014-12-oldest-engraving-rewrites-view-human.html

Indonesia is an active area of volcano eruptions. It has been suggested some of the eruptions
actually caused climatic change.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_volcanoes_in_Indonesia

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Toba_catastrophe_theory

Along with the numerous eruptions, the soil strata could be disturbed and the bottom layer
flipped to the top. From this brief article, it is not clear if this factor has been considered in the
examination of the surface scratch marks on a shell. The age of the marking could be very
different from that of the shell.  Finding an arrow head buried in the bone of a dinosaur would be
different. 

SL Lee

"The age of the marking could be very different from that of the shell."

Fortunately,  an absolute date for when the shell was alive (Tempus Post Quem) is possible with
Uranium-Thorium dating:
http://isnap.nd.edu/Lectures/phys10262/art-chap3-8.pdf

Would be helpful to pin down the TPQ before speculating/announcing Homo erectus epigrapny at
500,000 BP.

V. Tiede

TRUTH
I have a gut feeling it's most likely true - Jim Leslie

I sure hope this is not TRUE........I hate this type of data! B.Widaman

Attach all the screenshots – in the proper order – look at the time I snapped them and go down in
time to paste them in.

http://phys.org/news/2014-12-oldest-engraving-rewrites-view-human.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_volcanoes_in_Indonesia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Toba_catastrophe_theory
http://isnap.nd.edu/Lectures/phys10262/art-chap3-8.pdf


ARTICLE DOES NOT WORK
http://starshipearththebigpicture.com/2014/12/05/smit
hsonian-admits-to-destruction-of-thousands-of-giant-
human-skeletons-in-early-1900%e2%80%b2s/
From Zena to Chris - The Smithsonian did everything they could to suppress the  inscription on the Bat
Creek stone and handled the bracelet and the wood carelessly.   They had a  jawbone which was
misplaced.   There were eight  or nine skeletons in the mound that were lost .  Where are they?     Even
last year they still tried to prevent the stone from being recognized as a paleo-Hebrew inscription. I have
all this recorded.  I believe they did this in the 1930's with those bones.

Z, this came from a colleague of mine who chair of our hs science department for almost 30 yrs.
H

Synopsis
A study of the substantial evidence for a former race of giants in North America and its 150-year
suppression by the Smithsonian Institution Shows how thousands of giant skeletons have been found,
particularly in the Mississippi Valley, as well as the ruins of the giants' cities Explores 400 years of giant
finds, including newspaper articles, first person accounts, state historical records, and illustrated field
reports Reveals the Stonehenge-era megalithic burial complex on Catalina Island with over 4,000 giant
skeletons, including kings more than 9 feet tall Includes more than 100 rare photographs and illustrations
of the lost evidence Drawing on 400 years of newspaper articles and photos, first person accounts, state
historical records, and illustrated field reports, Richard J. Dewhurst reveals not only that North America
was once ruled by an advanced race of giants but also that the Smithsonian has been actively
suppressing the physical evidence for nearly 150 years. He shows how thousands of giant skeletons
have been unearthed at Mound Builder sites across the continent, only to disappear from the historical
record. He examines other concealed giant discoveries, such as the giant mummies found in Spirit Cave,
Nevada, wrapped in fine textiles and dating to 8000 BCE; the hundreds of red-haired bog mummies
found at sinkhole "cenotes" on the west coast of Florida and dating to 7500 BCE; and the ruins of the
giants' cities with populations in excess of 100,000 in Arizona, Oklahoma, Alabama, and Louisiana.
Dewhurst shows how this suppression began shortly after the Civil War and transformed into an outright
cover-up in 1879 when Major John Wesley Powell was appointed Smithsonian director, launching a strict
pro-evolution, pro-Manifest Destiny agenda. He also reveals the 1920s' discovery on Catalina Island of a
megalithic burial complex with 6,000 years of continuous burials and over 4,000 skeletons, including a
succession of kings and queens, some more than 9 feet tall--the evidence for which is hidden in the
restricted-access evidence rooms at the Smithsonian.

Epoch Times article 12-4-2014
This should interest everyone, sorry I was late in forwarding.  John writes that a new paper is
coming.

Merry Christmas to All ! Jim

FYI - Attached is an article from today's online Epoch Times website.

http://starshipearththebigpicture.com/2014/12/05/smithsonian-admits-to-destruction-of-thousands-of-giant-human-skeletons-in-early-1900%e2%80%b2s/
http://starshipearththebigpicture.com/2014/12/05/smithsonian-admits-to-destruction-of-thousands-of-giant-human-skeletons-in-early-1900%e2%80%b2s/
http://starshipearththebigpicture.com/2014/12/05/smithsonian-admits-to-destruction-of-thousands-of-giant-human-skeletons-in-early-1900%e2%80%b2s/


I had no idea this item was in the works. The research they quote is
a bit dated, MES saw more at the conference. A new paper with all
my latest findings, and expert opinion too, is forthcoming.

Warm Holiday Wishes!
John

Attach file….didtheancientchinese

Dear John & all,

At first glance, that background sketch appears more likely to be a
Mayan type vessel, and neither Chinese nor Viking. (I will be looking
that over more later.)  Surprisingly enough, the Mayan great canoes
had "dragon-like" prows something like those of Viking ships, and
sails, hence the ready chance for confusing the two.

The Mayan people were both the ancestors & on-going trading partners
of the Mississippians, and BIG TIME raiders for the taking of slaves
and human sacrifice candidates through all territories dominated by
them & their related peoples.

I will reserve judgment on whether or not the other scratches are
actual characters though, I can't tell exactly how they relate to the
rest of the stone tablet, the photograph is too small and the article
does not show both sides of the stone.  Enough people have made snap
i.d.'s on rock art that later turned out to have been dissected until
the true content was no longer recognizable.  I'm SO not going there.

So, PLEASE, do see if you can get better pictures! AND of both sides
of that tablet!!!

BUT, it IS good to see more people looking into the DNA evidence.  The
Chinese WERE here, the DNA tells it all.  And they were here multiple
times, the written records tell all, the DNA just goes to show that
this wasn't all just someone's lucky guesses.

Laurie Nickless




